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Light and transmission electron microscopy were used to study the development of book lungs in em-
bryos of the spider Parasteatoda tepidariorum. There is a bilateral cluster of temporary lamellae that form
just posterior to the second opisthosomal (O2) limb buds. These lamellae are replaced by advanced
embryo (AE) book lungs that continue into postembryonic stages. Results herein agree with earlier
suggestions that the O2 limb buds become the AE book lungs. Each O2 limb bud merges with the ventral
surface of the O2 segment, where the limb bud/book lung is internalized by covering with epidermis. A
strand of tissue (entapophysis) from the epidermis at the posterior opisthosoma provides precursor cells
for the book lung lamellae, and possibly entapophysis cells induce limb bud cells to align and produce
lamellae. Electron micrographs show the different modes (IeIII) of lumen formation. The result is a
spiracle, atrium and alternating air and hemolymph channels. A hypothesis is presented for the role of
precursor cell polarity in producing the planar tissue polarity of the channels. Some type of apical/apical
afﬁnity results in air channels, while basal/basal afﬁnity results in hemolymph channels. Strong basal/
basal afﬁnity is likely as opposed cells in hemolymph channels extend basal processes that span the
channel and start pillar trabeculae that continue in postembryonic stages.
© 2016 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
As reviewed earlier (Farley, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2015), since
the late 19th century there is the hypothesis that the book lungs of
arachnids are derived from aquatic ancestors with book gills like
those in the horseshoe crab. The book gills are external and extend
posteriorly from opisthosomal branchial appendages while the
arachnid book lungs are internal in the opisthosoma and extend
anteriorly from a spiracle and atrium. There has been much specu-
lation about how the internalization of external lamellate structures
may have occurred. The present investigation is part of a comparison
of the development of book gills (Farley, 2010, 2012) and book lungs
in scorpions (2005, 2008, 2011) and spiders (2015). The intent is to
compare the cellular formation of these structures to provide
information for studies of gene expression and organogenesis and
for hypotheses about evolutionary relationships.
As shown in earlier studies, there are substantial differences in
the formation of book gills (Farley, 2010, 2012) and scorpion
(Farley, 2008, 2011) and spider (Farley, 2015) book lungs, althoughLtd. This is an open access articlethere are some similar cellular processes. For spider book lungs,
the epithelial precursor cells must have the basic capabilities for
proliferation, migration, alignment, secretion, channel formation
and clearance and apicobasal polarity. For the latter feature, the
basal surface has nutrient transfer with hemolymph while the
apical surface has air channel development followed by cuticle
and trabecular formation for stabilizing the air channel walls
(Farley, 2015). The embryo epidermal cells have polarity and can
probably develop a broad functional repertoire, but they are
initially on the external surface. For the spider species of this
investigation, there are several routes by which external
epidermal cells might become precursors for the internal book
lungs, but results show a likely role for opisthosomal entapoph-
yses (internal tissue strands).
1.1. Initial temporary (IT) book lungs
Spider book lung development is complicated by the formation
of a bilateral cluster of temporary lamellae in early embryos just
posterior to the second opisthosomal (O2) limb buds. These
lamellae (furrows, saccules) are open to the outside and have been
observed externally with the scanning electron microscope (SEM)
in embryos of Cupiennius salei (Wolff and Hilbrant, 2011) andunder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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lungs are replaced by a pair of advanced embryo (AE) book lungs
that eventually develop a spiracle. The AE book lungs continue
development in the postembryonic stages and are probably more
water-conserving (Farley, 2015).
The IT book lungs were not usually included in earlier histo-
logical studies of spider embryos (Kishinouye, 1891; Simmons,
1894; Purcell, 1895, 1909; Montgomery, 1909; Janeck, 1909;
Ivanic, 1912; Kassianow, 1914; Versluys and Demoll, 1923;
Dawydoff, 1949; Farley, 2015). They may have been absent or
missed with the histological procedures used, and there are
probably species differences in the expression of IT lamellae. In
the present study, no chemical pretreatment was used to remove
or permeate embryonic membranes before ﬁxation, so there is
better preservation of cell and lamellar structures in light and
electron micrographs. This has enabled some clariﬁcation of the
development of AE book lungs and the role of the O2 limb buds.
The IT book lung consists of several lamellae and one or
more larger, lateral lamellae called the pulmonary sac (Wolff and
Hilbrant, 2011; Mittmann and Wolff, 2012). In embryos of
C. salei (Wolff and Hilbrant, 2011), those structures become
deeper and more prominent as the embryo develops. In embryos
of P. tepidariorum, the IT lamellae are less evident and possibly
more internalized when viewed from the outside with SEM
(Mittmann and Wolff, 2012). The cellular steps in the develop-
ment of the IT lamellae are still unknown, but the prominent
lamellae in C. salei appear to be invaginations of the external
hypodermis (Wolff and Hilbrant, 2011). In both species, the IT
lamellae are within the O2 segment and clearly posterior to the
base of the O2 limb bud and not an outgrowth of it. At least in
some embryos, part of the IT book lung may be covered by the O2
limb bud.
1.2. Advanced embryo (AE) book lungs
At the book lung site in embryos of C. salei, Damen et al. (2002)
observed expression of apterus-1 and -2 and a striped pattern of
pdm/nubbin. The latter gene was also expressed in the horseshoe
crab opisthosomal segments that give rise to the genital operculum
and book gills. Also in embryos of C. salei, Pechmann et al. (2010)
observed stripes indicating engrailed-1 expression at the book
lung site. These were considered to be indicative of developing
lamellae within the O2 limb bud. Results herein are in agreement
with the hypothesis that the O2 limb bud becomes the AE book
lung that continues in postembryonic stages.
In the transition from IT to AE book lungs, the former disappear,
and as viewed with SEM, the book lung site becomes a small
swelling with initially no spiracle or opening to the outside (Wolff
and Hilbrant, 2011; Mittmann and Wolff, 2012). There is forward
movement of the book lungs as yolk is moved from the prosoma to
the opisthosoma in the inversion (stage 11; Mittmann and Wolff,
2012). Eventually a spiracle is formed at the posterior end of each
of the bilateral AE book lungs as they continue to enlarge and in-
crease the number of lamellae in advanced embryo and post-
embryonic stages (Farley, 2015).
Light and electronmicrographs provide some information about
the cellular processes of lamellar formation (Farley, 2015) and the
structure of lamellae and space holders in adult spiders (Berteaux,
1889; Moore, 1976; Hexter, 1982; Reisinger et al., 1990, 1991;
Felgenhauer, 1999; Schmitz and Perry, 2000; Scholtz and Kamenz,
2006; Foelix, 2011; Brunelli et al., 2015). In the present investiga-
tion, the focus is on the embryonic stage, and results support the
earlier observations that there are similar cellular processes in the
formation of book gills and book lungs (Farley, 2008, 2010, 2011,
2012, 2015). A striking example is the pairing of precursor cellsfrom opposite walls of the hemolymph channels in book gills and
book lungs, and these cell pairs become the pillar trabeculae that
help hold the channel walls in place.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Experimental animals
A culture of P. tepidariorumwasmaintainedwith procedures like
those described earlier for this species (Mittmann and Wolff, 2012;
Farley, 2015). Egg sacs and newly hatched spiderlings were kept in
small petri dishes at 25e30 C. Juveniles and adults were main-
tained at 22e24 C in individual plastic containers (280 ml) with
paper on the bottom. A partially cut open bottom of a styrofoam
cupwas provided for cover, web attachment and support for a small
pad of moist paper. The spiders were fed, containers cleaned and
the papers changed once each week. Spiderlings were given a
ﬂightless strain of freshly killed fruitﬂies (Drosophila hydei) and/or
small crickets while juveniles and adults were given freshly killed
crickets of larger size.
The embryonic staging sequence of Mittmann and Wolff (2012)
for the species of this investigation was used to estimate the stage
of development of the specimens used herein.
2.2. Histology
For preservation of cellular structure, no prior chemical treat-
ment was used to remove embryonic membranes before ﬁxation.
Eggs were removed from egg sacs; to get some indication of the
stage of development, eggs were examined with light transmitted
from below the dissecting microscope. A ﬁne pin was inserted into
the prosoma or posterior opisthosoma, and each embryo with
inserted pin was immersed in Bouin's ﬁxative. After 12e24 h, the
embryos were washed in spider physiological saline (Schartau and
Leidescher, 1983), removed from the pins, dehydrated in a graded
sequence of ethanol and embedded in parafﬁn. Sections (8 mm)
were stained with Harris' hematoxylin and eosin Y. Bouin's ﬁxative,
staining solutions and procedures were obtained from American
Master Tech Scientiﬁc, Lodi, CA.
2.3. Electron microscopy
A ﬁne pin was inserted into the prosoma of advanced embryos
as they were just starting to hatch as indicated by the partially
opened embryonic membranes at the anterior end (Mittmann and
Wolff, 2012). Each pinned embryo was immersed in a drop of
glutaraldehyde ﬁxative, where ﬁne forceps were used to remove
abdominal embryonic membranes and much yolk tissue. The
dissected specimens, still pinned through the prosoma, were
maintained in ﬁxative for 12e24 h at 2e4 C. The ﬁxative con-
sisted of 2% glutaraldehyde and 0.1 M sodium cacodylate. Tissues
were washed in a buffer solution consisting of 0.1 M sodium
cacodylate, 0.05% calcium chloride and 0.23 M sucrose. The pin-
ned embryos were postﬁxed (12e24 h) in 2% osmium tetroxide,
0.1 M sodium cacodylate, 0.05% calcium chloride and 0.14 M su-
crose. The tissues were washed again in buffer solution, the pins
were removed and the embryos were dehydrated in a graded
series of acetone. The tissues were embedded in Spurr's (1969)
plastic, modiﬁed for a new replacement component (Ellis,
2006). The ﬁxatives, wash solutions and physiological saline are
each about 400 mOsm, as recommended for embryonic tissues
(Hayat, 2000).
Semi-thin and ultrathin sections were cut on a RMC MT-X
microtome (Boeckeler Instruments). The latter sections were
collected on grids, stained with alcoholic uranyl acetate and lead
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for the electron microscope used, FEI Technai 12 (formerly Philips).
To locate suitable tissues for thin sectioning, semi-thin sections
were cut and stained with warming of a mixture of 0.5 g toluidine
blue, 0.5 g sodium borate and 20 ml methanol in 180 ml H20.
3. Results
3.1. IT book lungs and O2 limb buds (stages 9e13)
As noted above, the initial lamellae posterior to the O2 limb bud
are less evident with SEM in embryos of P. tepidariorum as
compared with C. salei. In hundreds of embryos of P. tepidariorum
examined in histological sections, IT lamellae were rarely seen in
this investigation. Possibly the lamellae are not formed in some
embryos or only partially developed before disappearing. Examples
of O2 limb buds closing on likely IT lamellae are shown in Figs. 1A, B
and 2A. The lamellae are toothlike structures open to the outside
(Fig. 1A and B) as the distal end of the O2 limb bud joins with the
ventral surface of the O2 segment. In Fig. 2A, there is a row of
distinctive cells between the O2 limb bud and yolk, and these cells
may be remains of IT lamellae.
With inversion in stage 11, yolk is transferred from the
prosoma to the opisthosoma, and there is forward movement of
the anterior opisthosoma and book lung tissue (Mittmann and
Wolff, 2012). As a result, the developing AE book lung in histo-
logical sections is just posterior to the fourth prosomal (thoracic)
limb bud (Figs. 2A and 3B).
In the examples of Figs. 1A, B and 2A, there are no toothlike
outgrowths from the posterior surface of the O2 limb buds, nor
were these observed in the other O2 limb buds examined in this
investigation. In earlier studies, with different species and pro-
cedures for tissue preparation, such protrusions or folds were
considered a possible indication of homology with the formation of
book gill lamellae from the posterior surface of branchial append-
ages in the horseshoe crab (Purcell, 1895,1909; Janeck,1909; Ivanic,
1912).
3.2. Formation of the AE book lungs (stages 11e13)
Although the IT lamellae are not prominent in the species of this
investigation, each O2 limb bud clearly becomes an AE book lung as
suggested in gene expression studies in embryos of C. salei
(Pechmann et al., 2010). The early limb bud/book lung is not
initially covered with a layer of epidermal cells (Figs. 1A, B and 2A)
as the limb bud covers remaining IT lamellae, if present, andmerges
with the ventral surface of the O2 segment. An epidermal layer
eventually covers the developing book lung as it now becomes an
internal opisthosomal structure (Fig. 2B). The origin of these cells is
uncertain, but in histological sections of developing book lung
tissue the limb bud and/or the posterior entapophysis (see below)
appear to be likely sources.
Initially, the cells of the O2 limb bud are not arranged in any
consistent pattern (Figs. 1A and 2A). In prosomal and opisthosomal
limb buds, various patterns of cells and lumina are often evident,
but the patterns appear not to be consistent, and their signiﬁcance
is uncertain. The internal cells of the O2 limb buds are not initially
aligned in rows, and there may be no indication of the primordial
air and hemolymph channels that develop later (Figs. 1A and 2A).
The example of Fig. 1B has some aligned cells and primordial air
channels, but such structures are often not present in the early
stages.
A common pattern seen in the internalized early AE book lung
(stages 11e13) is shown in Fig. 2B where the former limb bud cells
(LBC) appear to be oriented inward, forming strands of cuticle(asterisk) at their apical surface. As explained below, this suggests
development or a change in polarity since these cells were previ-
ously within the limb bud and/or part of the limb bud epidermis
with apical surfaces on the outside.
3.3. Entapophyses (cell strands, stages 12e14)
No primordial air or hemolymph channels are evident in
Fig. 2A and B, but there is the anterior end of a strand of cells that
joins with the posterior surface of the developing book lung. This
cell strand is a posterior entapophysis (PE) that originates as an
ingrowth of cells from the posterior opisthosomal epidermis. The
strands are initially very thin as shown in Fig. 3A, but they grad-
ually increase in thickness and cellular content. A posterior
entapophysis commonly appears to be a source of cells for the
developing air and hemolymph channels (Figs. 3B and 4A, B), and/
or entapophysis cells may induce alignment and channel forma-
tion by some cells of the limb bud as appears to be occurring in
Fig. 1B.
The somewhat tubular shape of the O2 limb buds becomes the
main body of the AE book lung as the limb bud becomes an internal
part of the ventral surface of the O2 segment. The primordial air
channels usually appear ﬁrst at the anterior end of the book lung,
and the cells in these channels are often continuous with those of
the posterior entapophysis as though that is their origin and/or
source of induction for differentiation (Figs. 1B, 3B and 4A, B). The
ﬁrst channels that form are the primordial air channels separated
by strands of cells (Figs. 1B and 3B) with little or no indication of
hemolymph channels until later.
In the developing AE book lung of Fig. 3B, the former cells of the
limb bud with their apical surfaces directed inward (asterisk) are
now only a circular cluster of cells at the posterior end of the book
lung. These residual posterior limb bud cells are also evident in the
examples of Fig. 4A and B. As explained further below, the AE book
lung at the stage of Figs. 2B, 3B and 4A, B is very important for
comparing these observations with those of earlier investigations
(Purcell, 1909; Farley, 2015), where chemical treatment before ﬁx-
ation likely resulted in some distortion and a need for further
clariﬁcation of the developmental sequence.
3.4. Eosin stained channels, spaces and cells (stage 14)
As they are forming, the primordial air channels within the limb
bud/book lung are often lightly stained with eosin, suggesting a
substance secreted by the adjacent aligned precursor cells (Figs. 1B,
3B and 4B). This is supported by the presence of numerous slightly
opaque vesicles in electron micrographs of the precursor cells
(Figs. 6e15). The secreted material may have a role in lumen for-
mation as discussed below.
Also as channels are forming in some book lungs, the air chan-
nels and some book lung spaces may be ﬁlled with darker red
material (Fig. 4A). There are sometimes irregular shaped cells with
dense red cytoplasm stained like yolk in the opisthosoma. This
yolk-like material is commonly at the site where the posterior
entapophysis joins with the developing limb bud/book lung. This
suggests that some yolk and possibly yolk cells from the opistho-
soma get into the book lung alongwith lamellar precursor cells. The
yolk-likematerial eventually disappears, sincemore advanced book
lungs show clear air channels (Fig. 5A and B), and hemolymph is the
likely red stained material in hemolymph channels and spaces
within the book lung sinus (Figs. 4B and 5A).
Fig. 4B is a slightly more advanced stage of the AE book lung
with air and hemolymph channels more elongate and lengthwise
in the book lung. The air channels are not yet clear for air passage,
and there is dense eosinophilia in the hemolymph channels and
Fig. 1. O2 limb buds (LB) closing over some remaining initial temporary lamellae (ITL). LMs, horizontal sections, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, stage 11 (inversion). The limb buds are
not yet covered with an external hypodermis, and there are no protruding lamellae from the limb bud posterior surfaces. A: The limb bud is ﬁlled with undifferentiated cells in no
distinctive pattern. The embryo is enclosed in a chorion (Ch) and vitelline membrane (VM). B: This O2 limb bud has some aligned cells and three primordial air channels (A). Cells of
the posterior entapophysis (PE) may provide precursor cells for the channels (see below) and/or induce some limb bud cells to align and produce channels. Y, yolk. Scales, 20 mm.
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lung. Some former limb bud cells appear as an elongate cluster
(asterisk) at the posterior end of the book lung. A spiracle and
atrium are still not present. Part of the posterior entapophysis (PE)
is joined with the posterior surface of the book lung.3.5. Histology of book lungs in hatching embryos
At this stage, the book lungs often have several air channels and
wider and more irregular hemolymph channels (Fig. 5A). A spiracle
and atrium are usually present or developing, and precursor cell
Fig. 2. O2 limb buds (LB) joined with the ventro-anterior surface of the opisthosoma. LMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, horizontal sections, stage 11, inversion. A: The thick layer of
cells under the O2 limb bud may be the remains of IT lamellae (ITL). Those cells appear to be different from the nearby opisthosomal epidermal cells (Ed). The O2 limb bud has a core
of undifferentiated cells in no distinctive pattern. Only partially evident is the attachment site for a strand of tissue, the posterior entapophysis (PE) that may be a source of precursor
cells for the AE book lung lamellae (see below). The O2 limb buds are moved forward during inversion, so the limb bud/book lungs are just posterior to the thoracic (prosomal) limb
buds (TLB). B: More advanced than in A. No remains of IT lamellae are present. In contrast to the above examples, the O2 limb bud/book lung is now internalized, i.e., covered with
an epidermal layer (Ed). This interaction of epidermal and limb bud cells (LBC) may be facilitated by an apparent polarity reversal by the latter cells with cuticular strands (asterisk)
directed inward from their apical surfaces. At lower right is a strand of cells and ﬁbers, the posterior entapophysis (PE), that may provide precursor cells for AE book lung lamellae
(see below) and/or induce some limb bud cells to align and produce channels (e.g., Fig. 1B). Y, yolk. Scales, 20 mm.
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Fig. 3. Origin of entapophyses at the posterior end of the opisthosoma, and primordial air channels in the anterior end of the O2 limb bud as it becomes an AE book lung. LMs,
Parasteatoda tepidariorum, horizontal sections. A: Stage 12 (retraction). Cells from the posterior opisthosomal epidermis (Ed) apparently undergo an epithelialemesenchymal
transition and migrate inward to form posterior entapophyses (PE). One of these cell strands extends anteriorly and joins with the posterior margin of the former ipsilateral O2 limb
bud as it becomes a developing AE book lung. The entapophysis cells may become lamellar precursors and/or induce alignment and channel formation in some book lung cells (e.g.,
Fig. 1B). Scale, 50 mm. B: Stage 13 (dorsal closure). The anterior part of the AE book lung has some aligned cells and air channels (A) that are continuous with cells from the posterior
entapophysis (PE). The air channels are not yet open for air but appear to contain eosinophilic (pink) material as is common as channels are forming. Some remaining cells of the O2
limb bud form a small cluster at the posterior end of the book lung, where they appear to be directed inward with cuticular strands (asterisk) at their apical surface. A thin epidermal
layer (Ed) covers the book lung. Y, yolk. TLB, thoracic (prosomal) limb bud. Scale, 20 mm.
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Fig. 4. Examples that show the transition from O2 limb bud to AE book lung with distinct air (A) and hemolymph (H) channels and cells derived and/or induced from cells of the
posterior entapophysis (PE). LMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital sections, stage 14 (ventral closure). A: The anterior part of the book lung has air and hemolymph channels,
the latter with precursor cell bodies within the channel. The air channels and some other spaces contain eosinophilic (red) material (EM) that may be yolk and a yolk cell from the
opisthosoma. This is common as channels are forming. Some remaining cells of the O2 limb bud form a small cluster at the posterior end of the book lung; those cells appear to be
directed inward with cuticular strands (asterisk) at their apical surface. The book lung is covered with an epidermis (Ed) and a thin layer of cuticle. B: The primordial air and
hemolymph channels are more advanced and extend lengthwise in the book lung. Some precursor cell bodies are within the hemolymph channels, and these channels are ﬁlled
with (red) eosinophilic material, probably hemolymph. The air channels are still not clear for passage of air. Some remaining cells of the O2 limb bud form an elongate cluster
(asterisk) at the posterior end of the book lung. An atrium and spiracle are still not present. Y, yolk. Scales, 20 mm.
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Fig. 5. Functional AE book lungs in hatching embryos. LMs, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, para-saggital sections. The book lungs have a spiracle (Sp), atrium (At), air channels (A) and
wider hemolymph channels (H). In the latter channels, there are precursor cell bodies with regular spacing and pairing as though forming pillar-type trabeculae (T) that help hold the
channel open in postembryonic stages. The book lungs are covered with an epidermal layer (Ed). A: The hemolymph channels contain eosinophilic material, probably hemolymph.
Preparation for molting is apparently occurring since the cuticle (Cu) of the atrial and air channel walls is loosened. This will leave wider air channels open to the atrium while the
hemolymph channels remain closed with cells at their posterior end. Compare with TEMs of molting in Figs. 10e15. B: The hemolymph channels with numerous paired and spaced
precursor cells shows the capability of these cells for communication and interaction in the embryonic stages. The spiracle is at right, not shown. E, epithelium; Y, yolk. Scales, 20 mm.
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ends, preventing ﬂow into the atrium. In the example of Fig. 5A, the
cuticle lining the atrium and air channels is loosened from the
channel walls and is apparently about to be shed in the molt. Thehemolymph channels are not lined with cuticle so there is no
molting, and this allows for the gradual development of pillar
trabeculae that help hold open the channels. These trabeculae
begin with the pairing of cells and cell processes in the embryo
Fig. 6. Lumen formation by cell hollowing (mode II, Farley, 2015), the intracellular formation and alignment of vesicles to form air channels. TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum,
hatching embryo. One cell (C1) has vesicles (V) that appear to be aligned with clear vesicle lumina within an air channel (A). The channel is about the same size as the component
vesicles and is quite regular in size and structure. Strands of cytoplasm (St) continue as bridging trabeculae. Another cell (C2) has endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and appears to be
producing a vesicle (V0) with contents that are slightly opaque. Such vesicles are common in precursor cells and may be the lightly stained eosinophilic material often seen in
histological sections of air channels as they are forming (Figs. 1B, 3B and 4B). H, primordial hemolymph channel. Scale, 0.5 mm.
R.D. Farley / Arthropod Structure & Development 45 (2016) 562e584570book lung (Figs. 5A, B and 10e12) and continue in postembryonic
stages (Reisinger et al., 1990, 1991; Scholtz and Kamenz, 2006;
Brunelli et al., 2015; Farley, 2015).
The book lungs of Fig. 5A and B are probably functional since the
lamellae, atria and spiracles are all present (the latter not shown in
Fig. 5B). In Fig. 5B, the precursor cell bodies within the hemolymph
channels have very regular spacing, and they are often paired as
though forming pillar trabeculae. This pattern shows that the
precursor cells are capable of much interaction and communicationas the book lungs are developing in the embryo. Except for the open
spiracles, the book lungs in Fig. 5A and B are internal and covered
with an epidermal layer.
3.6. Lumen formation (hatching embryos)
Fig. 6 is an electron micrograph showing alignment of vesicles
(V) in the formation of a primordial air channel (A) within a
precursor cell (C1). This intracellular process, called mode II or cell
Fig. 7. Formation of air channels (A) by mode II and hemolymph channels (H) by mode I (cord hollowing, Farley, 2015). TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, hatching embryo. The air
channels in cells C1, C2 consist of clear spaces formed by vesicles. Cytoplasmic strands (St) continue as bridging trabeculae. The hemolymph channel is irregular in shape as in mode
I lumen formation. Also typical of mode I are vesicles (V) about to release their contents into the channel (merocrine secretion). The numerous cytoplasmic vesicles are slightly
opaque, suggesting contents involved in lumen formation. One cell (C3) is distorted and may be deteriorating within the hemolymph channel. Scale, 1.0 mm.
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present as a means of air channel formation in postembryonic
spiders, but these results show mode II also occurs in embryos as
air channels are formed. Another cell (C2) has endoplasmic re-
ticulum and a vesicle (V0) that may be forming. The vesicles are all
about the same size (0.3e0.5 mm dia.); so their alignment and
fusion inside the precursor cell results in an air channel that is
very regular in size and structure, regardless of the developmental
stage of the spider. Vesicles dispersed in the cytoplasm and at the
beginning of the air channel are somewhat opaque, but theybecome clear when aligned within the air channel. Thus, channel
clearance for air passage is another capability of book lung pre-
cursor cells. Strands of cytoplasm (St, Figs. 6e9) that separate the
aligned vesicles likely continue as bridging trabeculae that hold
the channel open for passage of air (Figs. 10e15). The channel
walls become slightly thickened and electron opaque, apparently
with addition of cuticle. The cuticularized mode II air channel
separates from the parent cell (Farley, 2015, Fig. 13B) and is
replaced in the molt (Figs. 10e15) with a wider air channel with
different structure.
Fig. 8. A cell (N, nucleus) with mode II air channel and mode I formation of hemolymph channel (H) by release of vesicle contents (V, merocrine secretion) into a narrow region
of the hemolymph channel. TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, hatching embryo. The vesicles have contents slightly opaque, common in precursor cells as channels are forming.
Another hemolymph channel (H0) at a very early stage of development suggests hemolymph channels are started by diffusion of ﬂuid into a space between adjacent cells (mode
III lumen formation); mode I vesicle secretion occurs as the channel gets larger and more deﬁned (Figs. 7 and 8). Cytoplasmic strands (St) continue as bridging trabeculae. Scale,
0.4 mm.
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on opposite sides of an irregular hemolymph channel. The pre-
cursor cells have numerous vesicles (V) dispersed in the cytoplasm,
and these vesicles are about the same size as the vesicle lumina
aligned within the air channel. The cell bodies of precursor cells
remain within the hemolymph channels, and there is often cell
debris and deteriorating cells (C3) showing that cell death is a part
of channel formation (Farley, 2015, Figs. 11 and 16).Fig. 7 also has a site that is indicative of another process of
lumen formation, the coalescence of material released into the
channel from the many vesicles (V) dispersed within the cyto-
plasm of the precursor cells (merocrine secretion). This process
of lumen formation, labeled mode I and cord hollowing, has been
shown to be a common process of channel formation in post-
embryonic spiders (Farley, 2015, Figs. 10 and 16). Channels
formed by this process are often very irregular in size and shape
Fig. 9. An example of air channel (A) formation by mode II. TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, hatching embryo. Each air channel is an intracellular row of clear spaces that result from
alignment, fusion and clearance of vesicles. The cells C1, C2 have their nuclei within the developing hemolymph channels (H). The cells have numerous cytoplasmic vesicles (V) with
slightly opaque contents. Cytoplasmic strands (St) continue as bridging trabeculae. The air channel walls become dense and thicker with cuticle, and the air channels are later
separated from their parent cells in the molt (e.g., Figs. 5A and 10e15). The particulate material in the book lung sinus (BLS) is probably hemolymph, indicating ﬂuid ﬂow through
the book lung at this stage. Scale, 1.0 mm.
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channel formation.
Fig. 8 shows four vesicles (V) adjacent to a narrow region of the
hemolymph channel (H) as though these vesicles are in position to
release their contents (mode I, cord hollowing) into this narrow
part of the channel. This cell (N, nucleus) also has within it an
early mode II air channel (A), providing evidence that the same
precursor cell may provide aligned vesicles for intracellular mode
II lumen formation and also for extracellular mode I formation ofhemolymph channels. Hemolymph channels often start as a very
ﬁne line of clear spaces between precursor cells (H0). This suggests
another process of lumen formation (mode III), diffusion of ﬂuid
into a space between adjacent cells in response to a local osmotic
gradient. This hypothesized diffusion process is in contrast to the
(mode I) release of vesicle contents (merocrine secretion) in more
advanced and deﬁned channels as in Figs. 7 and 8.
Fig. 9 shows another example of mode II air channels (A) within
precursor cells on either side of a hemolymph channel. Somewhat
Fig. 10. Hatching embryo in the process of molting and separation of mode II air channels (A) formed by alignment and fusion of intracellular vesicles. TEM, Parasteatoda tepid-
ariorum. Shedding of the initial mode II channels with bridging trabeculae will leave wider channels (black, horizontal line) with primordial peg or branching trabeculae (T) at the
ventral wall. Precursor cell bodies (C1eC3) are in the hemolymph channels (H). C1 and C2 are joined together across the hemolymph channel as in the early formation of a pillar
trabecula. The asterisk (*) indicates another site of pillar trabecula formation, a cytoplasmic process that spans the hemolymph channel. C3 is irregular in shape and may be
deteriorating. The precursor cells contain numerous cytoplasmic vesicles (V) with slightly opaque contents, common when channels are forming. H0 indicates an early hemolymph
channel that may be forming by diffusion of ﬂuid into a space between adjacent precursor cells (mode III lumen formation). CD, cell debris. Scale, 4 mm.
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cells, including a cell (C2) within the hemolymph channel. This cell
does not have a developing air channel; presumably its vesicles can
be used for mode I extracellular development of the hemolymph
channel. The hemolymph channels and adjacent book lung sinuses
(BLS) are ﬁlled with dense particulate material. This is probably
hemolymph with hemocyanin, an indication there is ﬂuid ﬂow
through the book lung at this stage.3.7. Molt preparation and primordial pillar cells in hatching
embryos
Fig. 10 has three air channels (A) that are quite uniform in size
and shape, showing they were initially produced as intracellular
mode II channels, but were then cuticularized and separated from
the parent cells as in the usual process for mode II channel for-
mation (Farley, 2015). Each of the three air channels is enclosed
Fig. 11. High magniﬁcation of the junction (asterisk) between two cell bodies (C1, C2) that span a hemolymph channel (H) in Fig. 10. TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, hatching
embryo. The two cells are likely forming a pillar trabecula. The two cell nuclei are joined by ﬁne ﬁlaments and particulate material (asterisk). The mode II air channels (A) are about
to be shed, leaving wider air channels (black, horizontal line) with primordial peg or branching trabeculae (T) at the ventral wall. H0 indicates an early hemolymph channel that may
be forming by diffusion of ﬂuid into a space between adjacent precursor cells (mode III lumen formation). V, cytoplasmic vesicle. Scale, 1 mm.
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channels in the post-molt book lung. The ventral walls of these
wider channels have cell processes that are likely primordial peg or
branching trabeculae (T) prominent in postembryonic air channels
(Berteaux, 1889; Pohunkova, 1969; Moore, 1976; Hexter, 1982;
Reisinger et al., 1990, 1991; Felgenhauer, 1999; Schmitz and Perry,
2000; Scholtz and Kamenz, 2006; Foelix, 2011; Brunelli et al.,
2015; Farley, 2015). The cell bodies of the precursor cells are
within the hemolymph channels, and the precursor cells have
many slightly opaque vesicles (V) like those described above.Fig. 10 also has cell bodies (C1, C2) and cell processes (asterisk)
that are joined together from opposed walls of hemolymph chan-
nels. These connections that span the channel are an early step in
the formation of pillar trabeculae that help hold open the channel
walls in postembryonic book lungs (Reisinger et al., 1990, 1991;
Schmitz and Perry, 2000; Scholtz and Kamenz, 2006; Foelix,
2011; Brunelli et al., 2015; Farley, 2015). Cell debris (CD) and
deteriorating cells (C3) are common in hemolymph channels.
Fig. 11 shows at higher magniﬁcation the junction between two
cell bodies that span a hemolymph channel in Fig. 10. The cell
Fig. 12. Initial stages in the development of pillar trabeculae in the hemolymph channels (H). TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, hatching embryo. Cells C1, C2 have opposed cell
processes (black asterisk) that are about to join together across a hemolymph channel. Cells C3, C4 have processes (white asterisk) joined with a specialized interdigitating junction
(facia adherens) common in pillar trabeculae of adult spiders (Reisinger et al., 1991; Brunelli et al., 2015). A mode II air channel (A) with bridging trabeculae is about to be shed in the
molt, leaving a wider channel (black vertical line) with peg or branching primordial trabeculae (T) at the ventral wall. Vesicles (V) with slightly opaque contents are commonly seen
adjacent to endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Scale, 1 mm.
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cells; they appear to be joined together with ﬁne ﬁlaments and
particulate material. Figs. 10 and 11 also have a very early hemo-
lymph channel (H0) like that in Fig. 8 where a ﬁne line of clear space
is indicative of another apparent mode (III) of lumen formation,
diffusion of ﬂuid between adjacent precursor cells.
Fig. 12 has a mode II air channel (A) within a wider space (ver-
tical line) as though about to molt, and on either side are hemo-
lymph channels (H) with early indications of pillar cell formation.One hemolymph channel has opposed cells (Cl, C2) with processes
(black asterisk) that have not yet made contact within the channel.
One cell process has endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and a vesicle (V)
that may be forming. The other hemolymph channel has cell pro-
cesses joined together with a specialized interdigitating junction
(white asterisk, fascia adherens) like that in fully formed pillar
trabeculae (Reisinger et al., 1991; Brunelli et al., 2015). Dispersed
within the precursor cells are numerous slightly opaque vesicles
like those described above.
Fig. 13. Vesicles (V) about to be released into hemolymph channels (H), examples of mode I lumen formation by merocrine secretion. TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, hatching
embryo. The cytoplasmic vesicles have contents somewhat opaque, and some vesicles bulge slightly into the channel lumen as though release is about to occur. Two mode II air
channels (A) are about to be shed in the molt, leaving wider extracellular channels (black vertical line) with irregular walls as usual with mode I. T, primordial peg or branching
trabecula in ventral air channel wall. Scale, 1 mm.
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adjacent hemolymph channel, as though the vesicles are about to
release their contents into the channel. Such extracellular mode I
lumen formation also occurs for air channels, spiracles and atrium
(Figs. 14 and 15; Farley, 2015). The cells in Fig. 13 have numerous
slightly opaque cytoplasmic vesicles, and there are two mode II air
channels (A) about to be shed in the molt, leaving a wider channel
for passage of air (vertical line). The ventral channel walls in
Figs. 11e14 have cytoplasmic processes likely to become peg and
branching trabeculae (T).3.8. Atrium and spiracle formation in hatching embryos
Fig. 14 has the posterior end of a book lung with three air chan-
nels (A) with bridging trabeculae and uniform size and shape indi-
cating that they were produced by mode II (Figs. 6e9; Farley, 2015,
Fig. 16). Each channel is also within a wider space (vertical line) as
though the original channel is about to be shed in the molt. The air
channels open to an atrium (At) that is very irregular in size and
shape as occurs withmode I extracellular lumen formation (Figs. 7, 8
and 13; Farley, 2015, Fig. 16). The asterisks indicate rounded cellular
Fig. 14. Posterior end of book lung of hatching embryo showing formation of atrium (At) by mode I lumen formation, extracellular coalescence of material secreted from vesicles
(V). TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum. Mode II air channels (A) with bridging trabeculae are being shed in the molt, leaving a wider channel (black vertical line) with primordial peg or
branching trabeculae (T) from the ventral wall. The air channels open at left into the atrium while the hemolymph channels (H) are closed posteriorly by cells C1eC3. The wider air
channels, hemolymph channels, atrium and spiracle (left, not shown) are likely formed by mode I since they are extracellular and very irregular in size and shape. Their walls have
circular enclosures (asterisks) as though a vesicle was just released from the site. Aligned precursor cells are at the bottom of the ﬁgure. Scale, 2 mm.
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channels appear to be at an early stage of development, and they are
closed at their posterior end with cells (C1eC3) that prevent ﬂuid
ﬂow into the atrium. As explained below, these cells at the posterior
end of the hemolymph channels are polarized and have a role in the
formation of the atrial channel. A cluster of precursor cells is at the
bottom of Fig. 14. These cells are somewhat aligned and have
numerous vesicles as expected for new channel formation.Fig. 15 shows the posterior end of the book lung of Fig. 14. The
spiracle wall and atrium are very irregular in size and shape,
indicating they are likely produced by mode I, extracellular release
of vesicles. The two mode II air channels (A) open into the atrium
and are about to be shed in the molt. No hemolymph channels are
evident in this view, but the cell (C1) is at the posterior end of a
hemolymph channel. The precursor cell cytoplasm contains
numerous clear or slightly opaque vesicles like those described
Fig. 15. Posterior end of same book lung as Fig. 14, showing the developing spiracle (Sp) and atrium (At) formed by mode I. TEM, Parasteatoda tepidariorum, hatching embryo. The
mode II air channels (A) with bridging trabeculae are very regular in size and shape, and they are being shed in the molt, leaving behind a wider channel (black vertical line). The air
channels open into the atrium; cell C1 is at the posterior end of a hemolymph channel (not shown), preventing ﬂow into the atrium. The spiracle, atrium and wider air channels are
extracellular and very irregular in size and shape, as is typical of mode I lumen formation by vesicle (V) secretion. The atrium and air channel walls have some circular enclosures
(asterisks) suggesting a vesicle was just released from the site. Scale 1 mm.
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mode II intracellular air channel.
4. Discussion
4.1. Lumen formation in the embryo and beyond
These results with the electron microscope and different
modes (IeIII) of channel formation show a pattern thatstarts in the embryo and may continue through successive
molts in postembryonic stages. At least some air channels
are developed in the embryo with mode II, i.e., intracellular
alignment of cytoplasmic vesicles (Figs. 6e15). These air
channels are quite uniform in structure and have bridging
trabeculae from the cytoplasmic strands between the vesicles.
The results so far suggest that mode II occurs for some embryo
lamellae and also for new growth enlargement of post-
embryonic lamellae.
Fig. 16. A hypothesis for the role of cellular apicobasal polarity (Ap, apical; B, basal) in the formation of planar tissue polarity in the AE book lung (BL). Diagram, Parasteatoda
tepidariorum. Epidermal cells (Ed) at the posterior end of the opisthosoma (PO) undergo a loss of apicobasal polarity with epithelialemesenchymal transition (EMT). The migrating
cells (large arrows) likely have front-back polarity (Iglesias and Devreotes, 2008), but not the polarity of ﬁxed epithelial cells (rectangles with black apical line). The migrating cells
form a ﬁne strand of cells and ﬁbers, the posterior entapophysis (PE; Fig. 3A) that extends anteriorly to the posterior surface of the developing book lung (Figs. 1B, 2A, B, 3B and 4A,
B). Here, the entapophysis cells may regain apicobasal polarity with mesenchymaleepithelial transition (MET), become lamellar precursors and induce other unpolarized cells (Up)
to become precursors. With apical/apical and basal/basal afﬁnity, apical/basal repulsion and lumen formation (modes IeIII; Figs. 6e15), the aligned cells become organized into a
planar series of alternating air (A) and hemolymph (H) channels. The asterisks indicate strong sites of basal/basal afﬁnity with cell processes that span the hemolymph channel
(Figs. 10e12), the beginning of pillar trabeculae. The limb bud/book lung is internalized by covering with an epidermal layer (Ed0; Figs. 2B, 3B, 4A, B and 5A, B). In some embryo book
lungs there are remaining limb bud cells (LBC, Figs. 2B, 3B and 4A, B) that appear to reverse polarity, possibly for basal/basal afﬁnity as the epidermal cells (Ed0) close over the book
lung. A layer of epithelium (E) separates the book lung from the yolk (Y) and provides the outer wall for the atrium and spiracle (at right, not shown; Fig. 5A and B). Presently
unknown is the basis for the hypothesized apical/apical and basal/basal afﬁnity and apical/basal repulsion, but planar polarity genes and proteins have been identiﬁed in other
model systems (Zallen, 2007; Bryant and Mostov, 2008; Adler, 2012; Rodriguez-Boulan and Macara, 2014; Adler and Nathans, 2016).
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histological sections Figs. 1B and 3Be5B; electron micrographs
are clearly needed for these early stages when channels are just
starting to develop within the limb bud/book lung. The electron
micrographs of hatching embryos show a developmental
sequence. Mode II channels are formed initially in Figs. 6e9, but
in more advanced hatching embryos these cuticularized and now
extracellular air channels are about to be shed in the molt
(Figs. 5A and 10e15). The mode II air channels are replaced with
wider, more irregular mode I channels with trabeculae attached
only to the ventral channel wall (Figs. 10e13). The hemolymphchannels are not cuticularized, so no shedding occurs. The pillar
cells in hemolymph channels continue development in post-
embryonic stages (Farley, 2015) and provide stability for the book
lungs even while the cuticle of the air channels is shed and
replaced.
Postembryonic stages were not included herein, but examples in
the literature support the notion that mode II with bridging
trabeculae occurs for new growth of postembryonic lamellae. In a
brief section on spider book lung molting, Purcell (1909) reviewed
the earlier literature and proposed that the proximal part of the
postembryonic lamellae with bridging trabeculae is new growth
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lamellae has nonbridging trabeculae attached to only one wall,
because there is temporary obstruction by the lamellar exuvium
during the molt. As in Figs. 10e15, the shedding of each successive
(mode II) new growth region with bridging trabeculae leaves a
wider channel with nonbridging trabeculae and more space for
passage of air.
Mode II lamellar formation with bridging trabeculae was
observed in spider postembryonic stages (Farley, 2015), and
Brunelli et al. (2015) observed a junction site between a region of
lamella with bridging trabecula and another region with
branching and interconnecting trabeculae. The book lung lamellae
of scorpions and tetrapulmonates all have proximal regions where
the air channels have bridging trabeculae (Scholtz and Kamenz,
2006). Kamenz and Prendini (2008) also report that the prox-
imal one-third to one-ﬁfth of the scorpion lamellae have bridging
trabeculae while the remaining distal (posterior) part has non-
bridging trabeculae. It is likely that the proximal lamellar region
with bridging trabeculae is new mode II growth as the animal
increases in size.
The electron microscope has not yet been used to examine
postembryonic book lungs in the molting process, but the modes of
lumen formation described in this and an earlier study (Farley,
2015) provide a basis for better understanding the lamellar
changes that occur during and after the molts. The results so far
support Purcell's (1909) proposal that bridging trabeculae are
characteristic of new lamellae. We also know now that bridging
trabeculae are a result of mode II lumen formation with intracel-
lular alignment of vesicles.4.2. Book gill/book lung homology
As noted above, the cellular development of spider embryo IT
book lungs has not been examined, but a series of toothlike
lamellae is formed (Fig. 1A and B; Wolff and Hilbrant, 2011;
Mittmann and Wolff, 2012). In embryos of the horseshoe crab,
protrusions occur in the formation of book gills from the poste-
rior surface of branchial appendages (Farley, 2010, 2012). The
result in the IT book lungs and the horseshoe crab are rows of
cells that have their external apical surfaces facing each other as
their internal basal surfaces also face each other and are in
contact with the hemolymph. The opposed former outer surfaces
(apical) thus form a channel for air or water while the opposed
inner surfaces (basal) form a hemolymph channel,
where nutrient transfer can occur. The similarity of this pattern
in book gills and the spider IT lamellae suggests homology, even
though the book gill lamellae are outgrowths while the IT
lamellae are apparent ingrowths.
Protrusions and/or inward folds of the limb bud epidermis
were hypothesized for the development of spider book lung
lamellae in early histological studies (Purcell, 1895, 1909;
Montgomery, 1909; Janeck, 1909; Ivanic, 1912). The results here-
in (Figs. 1e9) and those in recent studies (Farley, 2008, 2011, 2015)
show that in advanced embryo spider and scorpion book lungs,
the precursor cells align side-by-side, orient themselves and/or
develop polarity, so that rows of cells have their apical surfaces
facing each other to form air channels, while the basal surfaces
also face each other and form hemolymph channels. Based on the
observations so far (Figs. 1e9; Farley, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012,
2015), it is reasonable to propose that the homology between
book gills and advanced embryo book lungs is in the cellular
capability for orientation and organization, rather than the folding
or outgrowth of limb bud epidermis as initially proposed in the
early 20th century.4.3. Pillar trabeculae
Another very important feature in support of book gill/book
lung cellular homology is the early appearance of cell pairing and
pillar trabecular formation in the hemolymph channels of book gills
(Farley, 2010, 2012) and book lungs (Figs. 5A, B and 10e12; Farley,
2008, 2011, 2015). The water channels of the horseshoe crab do
not have trabeculae, but after the second embryonic molt, the he-
molymph channels have cell pairing and extension of cell processes
toward each other as in early formation of pillar trabeculae (Farley,
2010, 2012). Similarly, in spider embryos (Figs. 10e12) and scorpion
ﬁrst and second instars (Farley, 2008, 2011), opposed cells in the
hemolymph channels extend processes toward each other and
form pairs as though this is an inherited capability.
In their comparative study of book lungs in scorpions and extant
Tetrapulmonata (Uropygi, Amblypygi, Araneae), Scholtz and
Kamenz (2006) showed that pillar trabeculae are present in the
hemolymph channels of adult horseshoe crab book gills and
arachnid book lungs. The ultrastructure of the pillar trabeculae is
similar in adult spiders (Reisinger et al., 1991; Brunelli et al., 2015)
and horseshoe crabs (Reisinger et al., 1991), but has not yet been
examined in adult scorpions, Uropygi and Amblypygi.
The examples of cells contacting each other across the hemo-
lymph channel (Figs. 10e12) show that lamellar precursor cells are
the progenitors for the pillar trabeculae rather than another type of
cell. Pillar trabecular formation is thus another example of the
broad range of capabilities of the progenitor epithelial cells of the
book lung tissue.
4.4. Eosinophilia
Eosin is an acidic stain with a net negative charge on its colored
part. It commonly stains acidophilic components such as proteins
in the cytoplasm or outside the cells (Davenport, 1960; Ross and
Pawlina, 2006). The signiﬁcance of pink or red channel material
and unusual yolk-like eosinophilic cells in the early book lungs
remains uncertain, but tracheal clearance in Drosophila reportedly
involves secretion of proteins into the lumen, followed by endo-
cytosis of the protein contents and rapid removal of ﬂuid
(Tsarouhas et al., 2007). Removal of electrolytes from vertebrate
trachea is followed by ﬂuid clearance (Behr, 2010).
Some eosinophilic material is common in the developing
channels of the present investigation. Darker red material may be
yolk (Fig. 4A) or hemolymph (Figs. 4B and 5A). Lightly stained
material in air channel lumina suggests adjacent precursor cells
secrete a dissolved substance that increases osmotic pressure and
water ﬂow in the space between the apical surfaces of the adjacent
cell rows (Figs. 1B, 3B and 4B). In electron micrographs (Figs. 6e15),
the precursor cell cytoplasm hasmany vesicles with slightly opaque
content, and there are examples of vesicle release (mode I) and
intracellular alignment (mode II). Reuptake of the dissolved sub-
stance would result in channel clearance for passage of air.
4.5. Planar cell and tissue polarity
As described earlier (Farley, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2015), the
formation of the repeating pattern of alternating hemolymph and
air or water channels in book gills and book lungs is dependent on
the organization of cells with apicobasal polarity. This is certainly
evident herein (Figs. 3B, 4A, B, 5A, B and 6e15), as the cells align in
rows and produce an air channel lined with cuticle at the apical end
of the cell row, while the basal end of the cells is in contact with the
hemolymph, where there is presumably nutrient transfer. Very
different trabeculae are produced at the apical and basal ends.
Precursor cells with this polar capability are organized into a planar
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the cells resulting in tissue polarity and a repeated booklike
structure.
In Figs. 1B, 2B, 3B and 4A, B, the cells of the developing air and
hemolymph channels have continuity with the cells of the poste-
rior entapophysis. It appears the latter structure starts the channel-
forming process and provides cells and/or induces limb bud cells to
align and form channels. Examination of the opisthosoma in these
early stages shows entapophyses that originate from the outer wall
of the opisthosoma (Fig. 3A). Some of these polarized epidermal
cells apparently undergo an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition
(Bryant and Mostov, 2008; Lim and Thiery, 2012)) and migrate
anteriorly, forming strands of cells and ﬁbers, the entapophyses
(Figs. 3A and 16). At the limb bud/book lung site in the anterior
opisthosoma, these cells then undergo a mesenchymal-to-
epithelial transition and with alignment and apicobasal polarity
form the alternating air and hemolymph channels (Figs. 3B and 4A,
B), an example of planar tissue polarity. The genetic and molecular
basis for such cellular activity during morphogenesis is presently
receiving much research attention, especially since epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transitions are thought to occur in carcinoma pro-
gression (Lim and Thiery, 2012).
Research on planar cell and tissue polarity is being done on the
cells that produce the proximal/distal oriented wing hairs of
Drosophila (Adler, 2012; Adler and Nathans, 2016), and also
numerous other organs and tissues in vertebrates and invertebrates
(Zallen, 2007; Bryant and Mostov, 2008; Adler, 2012; Lim and
Thiery, 2012; Rodriguez-Boulan and Macara, 2014; Adler and
Nathans, 2016). The details of these studies are very complex and
cannot be reviewed here, but the basis for such directional and
repeated cell patterns is beginning to be revealed. A developing
hypothesis is that polarity proteins from the apical and basal sur-
faces repel each other within the same cell, but attract each other
between rows of cells. The cause of this repulsion and attraction is
unknown, but is presently being investigated. The hypothesis is an
effort to account for the observed planar patterns, in which cells
produce structures with directional orientation. In the epithelium
of the Drosophila wing, the cells produce hairs that all lean in the
same proximal/distal direction.
4.6. Hypothesis for lamellar formation
The directionality of the rows of precursor cells that produce the
book gill and book lung channels is more complex than those of the
Drosophila wing, suggesting that a similar but somewhat different
hypothesis is needed for the properties of the apical and basal
proteins. The diagram of Fig. 16 shows a cellular sequence that
could produce the repeated series of alternating air and hemo-
lymph channels in the present study. The requirements for the cells
to arrange themselves in this pattern are numbered below and
summarized in Fig. 16.
1) The polarized epithelial precursor cells can align side-by-side
in rows, and the cells have or develop the same apicobasal orienta-
tion. 2) As proposed for othermodel systems (Adler, 2012; Adler and
Nathans, 2016), the polarizing proteins in the apical surface repel
those in the basal surface so the two ends normally have distinct
functions, e.g., gas exchange and cuticle secretion at the apical end
and nutrient transfer at the basal end. 3) As shown in electron mi-
crographs (Figs. 6e15; Farley, 2015), both ends of the aligned pre-
cursor cells are capable of forming lumina, the air channel at the
apical end and the hemolymph channel at the basal end.
4) In contrast to other model systems (Adler, 2012; Adler and
Nathans, 2016), the book lung cells appear to attract each other
when the same ends (apical/apical and basal/basal) are adjacent,
but the cells repel each other when opposite ends (apical/basal)are adjacent. Precursor cells with these properties may induce
similar properties and polarity in nearby cells, resulting in prop-
agating rows of oriented cells. With some attracting and repelling
tendencies, the cells may also push and shove each other, so that
air channels lined with cuticle are eventually formed between
rows of cells with their apical ends facing each other, while he-
molymph channels form between rows of cells with basal ends
facing each other (Fig. 16).
There may also be apical/apical afﬁnity as the outer surface of
the O2 limb bud joins with the ventral surface of the O2 segment
(Figs. 1A, B and 2A), i.e., the apical end of the limb bud epidermal
cells are brought into contact with the apical end of the O2 segment
epidermis and/or IT lamellae cells. For epidermal cells to prolifer-
ate, migrate and cover the limb bud/book lung (Figs. 2B, 3B, 4A, B
and 5A, B) it may be necessary for the external limb bud cells to
undergo polarity reversal (Figs. 2B, 3B and 4A) for basal/basal af-
ﬁnity, i.e., so the basal surface of the covering hypodermal cells
abuts the basal surface of the former limb bud external cells
(Fig. 16). The examples in Figs. 2B, 3B and 4A provide evidence that
the inner surface of the limb bud epithelial cells become secretory
(apical), producing ﬁne strands of material (asterisks) that appear
to be cuticle in histological sections.
In early AE book lungs, those cells with ﬁne apical strands
appear to be unused and pushed posteriorly by the advancing cell
rows and channels derived or induced from entapophyseal cells
that join with the book lung at its anterior, proximal end (Figs. 1B,
3B, 4A and 16). This stage is clariﬁed herein, since no prior chemical
treatment was used before ﬁxation, and cell structure is better
preserved than in the earlier studies (e.g., Purcell, 1909; Farley,
2015). It was thought there may be some limb bud protrusions,
resulting in primary book lung lamellae and a cell cluster (pulmo-
nary sac) of unknown signiﬁcance in the distal limb bud/book lung.
The O2 limb bud was also considered a likely operculum for the
book lung rather than the book lung itself.
The cellular basis for the development of the atrium and spiracle
are not included in Fig. 16, but atrial formation appears to be like
that for air channels, except the atrial channel is transverse at the
posterior end of the book lung. In Figs. 14 and 15, the cells (C1eC3)
at the posterior end of the hemolymph channels are in position to
block ﬂow of ﬂuid into the atrium. These cells are also polarized
with their basal surface in contact with the hemolymph while their
apical end abuts the apical surface of an epithelial layer (E, Figs. 5A,
B and 16) that separates the book lung from opisthosomal yolk. As
with air channel formation, these two facing apical cell surfaces
produce an open transverse channel that becomes lined with
cuticle. In postembryonic stages, the cuticle walls of the atrium
become a very elaborate mesh that ﬁlters the air passing through
the atrium (Brunelli et al., 2015).
The pillar cells are an important demonstration of hypothesis 4
above. In forming a pillar type space holder, the basal surfaces from
two or more opposed cells in two adjacent cell rows come together
or remain together after cell division (Figs. 5A, B and 10e12), thus
forming a single space holder for the hemolymph channel. It ap-
pears progenitor pillar cells are capable of very regular spacing
(Fig. 5B), and their basal surfaces are strongly attracted to each
other, producing a column of two or more cells that span the
channel (Reisinger et al., 1990, 1991; Brunelli et al., 2015). These
features were also seen in electron micrographs of progenitor pillar
cells in the opposed walls of the hemolymph channels of horseshoe
crab embryos (Farley, 2010, 2012). Pillar trabeculae formation is a
property only of the basal surfaces of the precursor cells, since no
pillar cells form in the air channel from the apposed apical surfaces
of the adjacent rows. These observations suggest that precursor
pillar cells are especially suitable as a model system for studying
the attractive forces between cells (Figs. 5B and 10e12).
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At the end of the 19th century and in the early 20th century
there were numerous histological studies and much speculation
about the evolutionary relationship of spider book lungs and
tracheae, i.e., were the tracheae in O3 derived from book lungs or
were the book lungs derived from tracheae? Purcell (1909, 1910)
reviewed those studies and his own extensive results and
concluded that the lateral tracheal pair in O3 was derived from
earlier book lungs in O3, while the medial tracheal pair was derived
from entapophyses.
Purcell's hypothesis for tracheal derivation from book lungs was
not supported in the SEM study of embryos of C. salei (Wolff and
Hilbrant, 2011). They show a small indentation in O3 (stage 11) at
the same time as the indentation for IT lamellae at the base of the
O2 limb buds. The former disappears while the latter are replaced
by advanced, continuing book lungs. A more medial tracheal
opening develops later in O3 (stage 16). They interpreted these
observations as evidence that book lungs are not precursors of
tracheae. There is also the possibility that book lung cellular
capability for alignment and lumen formationwas used for tracheal
development rather than precursor cells from the book lung site.
Modern procedures are clearly needed for further studies of the
cellular development of the IT lamellae and tracheae. Embryos of
C. saleimay be better for this than P. tepidariorum, and pre-ﬁxation
chemical treatments should be avoided to prevent tissue distor-
tions for histology and TEM.
5. Conclusions
The cellular development of the spider IT book lungs has not yet
been studied, but there is probably infolding or invagination of the
external epidermis since the lamellae are open to the outside
(Fig. 1A and B; Wolff and Hilbrant, 2011; Mittmann and Wolff,
2012). The lamellae of the horseshoe crab are formed by ﬂaplike
outgrowths from the posterior surface of the branchial appendages
(Kingsley, 1893; Patten and Hazen, 1900; Farley, 2010, 2012). The
development of the spider AE book lung is a substantial advance
since epidermal infolding, invagination or outgrowth are not
involved, but there is a similar result, i.e., layers of channels with
alternating function. As proposed in Fig. 16, precursor cells with
apicobasal polarity, afﬁnity and repulsion are able to form a lung
with a spiracle, atrium and large numbers of alternating air and
hemolymph channels. As the animal increases in size, the respira-
tory organ can get larger but still maintain a single spiracle for more
gas exchange with water conservation.
Present research on the cellular mechanisms for determining
cell and tissue polarity (Zallen, 2007; Bryant and Mostov, 2008;
Adler, 2012; Rodriguez-Boulan and Macara, 2014; Adler and
Nathans, 2016) is the basis for the hypothesis herein that forces of
attraction and repulsion within and between aligned precursor
cells produce the repeated pattern of hemolymph channels alter-
nating with air channels (Fig. 16). Polarizing proteins may be
involved and/or local chemical gradients. Whatever the molecular
basis, the cells add additional channels and increase channel length
in successive molts as the book lung grows in size and number of
lamellae. There is also the proposal (Purcell, 1909) and some new
evidence that between molts the growth of lamellae occurs at their
proximal end with bridging trabeculae, the likely result of mode II
intracellular lumen formation.
Results herein and those from earlier studies (Farley, 2010, 2012,
2015) show there are substantial differences in the formation of the
book gills and spider AE book lungs, but these results concur with
earlier observations that the precursor cells have similar capabil-
ities that may be indicative of homology and a common inheritance(Farley, 2015). This conclusion is supported by the organization of
precursor cells into a booklike pattern and by the early formation of
pillar trabeculae from opposed precursor cells in the hemolymph
channels of book gills and book lungs (Figs. 5A, B and 10e13; Farley,
2010, 2012, 2015). Pillar trabeculae are a common feature of adult
chelicerate book gills and book lungs (Reisinger et al., 1991; Scholtz
and Kamenz, 2006; Kamenz and Prendini, 2008; Brunelli et al.,
2015).
The complex and broad range of behaviors of precursor cells
evident in this investigation provide evidence for the earlier sug-
gestion (Farley, 2011, 2015) that these lamellate respiratory organs
are especially suitable as model systems for studying the physical
and chemical details of cell activity. The relatively large size,
repeated planar pattern and abundance of cells all seem advanta-
geous for studies involving tissue culture, biochemical analysis and
ultrastructural changes.Acknowledgments
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